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Eric Buresh is a founding member of Erise IP. Over the last decade, Eric has litigated
over 65 intellectual property cases, with a particular focus on patent infringement
matters. Through this time, he has gained plenary experience in the intellectual
property litigation field from the first phases of client counseling to trials and
appeals. Eric has managed cases in many jurisdictions across the United States and
multiple cases in each of the major patent litigation jurisdictions, e.g., E.D. Tex.,
N.D. Cal., D. Del., and N.D. Ill. In addition to district court litigation, Eric has handled
cases through trial at the International Trade Commission, and has argued multiple
appeals to the Federal Circuit.
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Eric’s litigation philosophy centers on developing strategies for his clients that
terminate cases quickly while, at the same time, preparing each case for trial
from the outset should that need arise. The client’s best interest is always at
the forefront of Eric’s practice, leading to an emphasis on case management
efficiency and client service. This approach led him to be recognized by the
Missouri & Kansas Super Lawyers publication as a “Super Lawyer” in 2013.
Eric currently represents clients in multiple technology areas, including GPS
technology, consumer electronics, video games and systems, e-commerce, and
networking. Eric obtained a degree in engineering with honors and graduated law
school summa cum laude. Following law school, Mr. Buresh clerked for a federal
judge, focusing on patent infringement cases. Mr. Buresh is licensed in Kansas and
Missouri, numerous federal courts around the country, the Federal Circuit, and
also is licensed to practice before the United States Patent and Trademark Office.
In addition, Mr. Buresh is a board member for several not- for-profit organizations.

